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Introduction

This is a report on preliminary findings from a study of the rhythmical structure of Cocopa in spontaneous narratives (1). The data is drawn from a narrative related by Sam Miller to Professor James Crawford in 1957. Crawford’s published syntactic and morphological analysis (Crawford, 1976) is preserved (although a slightly different notational system is used). In addition, a phonetic transcription (in IPA) was made marking pause and syllable boundaries.

Crawford has claimed (1976, p.28-29) that Cocopa is ‘stress timed’, i.e., that sentences having the same number of stresses have approximately the same duration. (2) As an example, he cites the following sentences: (Hyphens in the Cocopa sentences indicate syllable boundaries.)

1. nyáːc c-nyár la-káːym áːc yuŋ
   I=s yesterday town 1-go-c 1-exist-evid
   "I went to town yesterday"

2. a-yaːː-pín-yáː c-ŋáːː-cm s-nyaːː-yáːː
   tree-dem there 1-pl-plant-sr dem-then-happen-n
   "we planted the trees over there."

3. nyáːːc wáːy mán spáːc
   I=s house-in 1-get-up 1-go-out-prf
   "I went out of the house"

Each of the above sentences contains four stressed syllables, and, hence, by the stress timing principle, they have approximately the same duration. As Crawford notes, the sentences differ in the number of unstressed syllables they contain. Sentence 1 has three unstressed syllables, 2 has six unstressed syllables, and 3 has no unstressed syllables. The presence of unstressed syllables, thus, should not affect sentence duration.

Crawford’s stress timing claim describes the rhythmical structure of Cocopa in terms of the number of stresses in a
'sentence'. It is difficult to isolate 'sentences' in spontaneous Cocopa narratives -- partially because of the narrative speech style which links phrases with connectives; and also because the concept 'phrase', a verb phrase or a noun phrase, is a more easily identifiable structure in Cocopa syntax.

In this analysis, the sentence boundaries noted by Crawford are presented in the phonemic transcription. In the discussion of the rhythmical structure, the term 'sentence' will be avoided in favor of the more general concept of 'semantic topic' comprising one or more phrases which express a unitary semantic concept, e.g., a paragraph.

Stress timing, in its more general usage, describes listener perception of a special type of speech rhythm -- listeners hear stress as occurring at regular intervals. The isochronous interval between stresses remains at present a perceptual judgement, one that has not been verified by acoustic analysis. The present analysis of Cocopa narratives seeks to define some phonetic and phonological bases for the perception of stress timing.

The Basis of Speech Rhythm

Stress timing is one type of rhythmical structure. What is rhythm? 'Rhythm' refers to the temporal structure of speech utterances. It deals with the relative durations of units at many levels: the segment, the syllable, the word, the sentence and the paragraph. Phonology has traditionally acknowledged the distinctiveness of duration at the level of the segment, i.e., the phoneme. Poetic meter is based on duration of syllables. Speech production views syllables as the minimal articulatory programs used in temporally (and articulatorily) structuring an utterance.

How is an utterance temporally structured? The question of speech rhythm has been studied in the field of speech production by Kozhevnikov and Chistovich (1965) and Fowler (1977). Their description of speech production follows.

The abstract string generated by the grammar is a linear concatenation of abstract segments (i.e., phonemes) which still must be translated into motor commands for articulation. The abstract string is stored in Short Term Memory (STM) while it is parsed into articulatory programs. (A 'program' is the set of instructions which are sent to individual muscle fibers in the speech apparatus to initiate the articulation of a given speech unit.) The Central Nervous System does not have rapid enough control of muscle activity to permit segmental control of speech. The articulatory programs comprise integrated motor commands for syllable production. Each articulatory program also contains one stress. The
stress is the organizational focus around which the motor commands for the syllable are organized.

The motor commands within each articulatory program do not follow the linear sequence of segments in a syllable. Differences in the length of the cranial nerves innervating the speech muscles, and the different inertias of the speech articulators themselves, i.e., how much effort is involved in moving them, require that the neural command be of a rather different linear order than that of the segments of the word. This requires that the abstract string produced by the grammar undergo a restructuring before articulation. Thus, at the time of temporal structuring, the linear sequence of phonemes in the abstract string is 'lost'.

The articulatory programs that are created in the Central Nervous System result ultimately in the production of syllables. These articulatory programs must be sequentially ordered to follow the intended sequence of syllables in the word and utterance. The articulatory programs are sequentially sent out to the vocal tract musculature for production. The rate at which the programs are sent out corresponds to the rate of speech, i.e., speech rhythm.

As was noted above, the temporal structuring of an utterance occurs while it is stored in Short Term Memory. STM has a limited storage capacity. It can hold approximately seven (stressed or unstressed) syllables at a time. An abstract string that is too long to be stored in STM as a unit must be entered into STM in seven syllable chunks. 'Left-over' material in the abstract string is loaded into STM after the preceding seven syllable portion has been sent out to the vocal tract.

Stress is the organizational focus around which motor commands are structured within the articulatory program. On the speech production level, i.e., outside the grammar, the stress internal to each articulatory program is synchronized with the beats of a 'neural rhythm generator'. (The neural rhythm generator emits pulses at regular intervals. All rhythmic motor activity, tapping a finger or speaking, is temporally coordinated with these rhythmic beats.) On the level of speech perception, linguists assign stress to syllable peaks, usually vowels. The implicit claim of the above speech production model is that stressed vowels are synchronized with the rhythmic beats of the neural rhythm generator. An unstressed vowel will not constitute an independent articulatory program because it has no stress. Remember that all articulatory programs require stress so that they may be rhythmically coordinated with the neural rhythm generator. Unstressed syllables, then, are appended to a preceding or following stressed syllable's articulatory program.

According to Fowler (1977), the phonetic reduction
observed in unstressed syllables derives from their 'second class' status in speech production. Articulation is targeted from stress to stress. Unstressed syllables are 'deflections' from the major articulatory path. Similarly, pre-tonic consonants should have more precise articulation than post-tonic consonants because they are directly en route to a stressed vowel. Post-tonic consonants are more reduced because they occur after the goal, i.e., the stressed vowel, of the articulatory program has been achieved.

What are the implications of the speech production model for the surface phonetic form of an utterance?

I. Co-articulatory phenomena (assimilation, simplification, etc.) are viewed as artifacts of the changes brought about when an abstract string is restructured for speech production in STM. The articulatory programs will integrate the motor commands associated with each syllable into those of neighboring syllables. Successive articulatory programs will similarly be integrated into one another. Maximum efficiency will cause the greatest simplification to occur in unstressed syllables or post-tonic consonants. These predictions are borne out in the Cocopa data. (See Nasal Merger, Nasal Deletion, and Consonant Cluster Simplification below.)

II. The theory outlined above divides speech production of a linguistic utterance into the seven syllable 'chunks' that can be stored in STM at a given moment. As seven syllables are stored together for restructuring into articulatory programs, co-articulation phenomena will obtain within these seven syllables. An utterance containing more than seven syllables will be restructured in successive seven syllable chunks. The speech production model predicts that no co-articulation phenomena will occur at the juncture between successive seven syllable chunks. The possibility of pauses separating each group from the next is left open. This is the norm in the Cocopa data.

III. The speech production model describes stress timed languages when it synchronizes stresses with the impulses of a neural rhythm generator. The synchronization of stresses with rhythm impulses explicitly attempts to account for isochrony between stresses. Note that this explanation of stress timing does not consider rhythmic structure to be specified in the grammar. (Segmental length and the location of stress are, of course, permitted.) Stress timing is not linguistic because it is created outside the grammar while the utterance is stored in STM. The rhythmic structure of language is assigned in the same fashion as other rhythmic behavior -- by coordinating it with rhythmic beats from a neural impulse generator.

Phonological and Phonetic Aspects of Stress Timing
In the introduction Crawford's description of stress timing was summarized. The second part of the paper described a proposed model describing the physiological basis for stress timing in language. In this last section, I would like to return to Cocopa and examine Cocopa stress timing.

The speech production model explains the rhythmic aspects of stress timing as deriving ultimately from the rhythmic impulses of the neural impulse generator. Yet, as I noted in the introduction, 'stress timing' remains a perception on the part of listeners that has not been verified by acoustic analysis. I would like to suggest that listeners 'reconstruct' the intended speech rhythm. They are able to interpret the acoustically varying intervals between stresses as isochronous with the aid of accompanying phonological and phonetic cues. These cues are the overt co-articulation phenomena accompanying stress timed speech production and the location of pauses within the larger utterance. The idea of a speaker 'reconstructing' a speech rhythm parallels the familiar 'analysis by synthesis' model of speech perception wherein a listener can comprehend an utterance despite speech errors, false starts, or extraneous external interference.

Pauses

Three types of pauses occurred in the data: major pauses, minor pauses and syllable-internal pauses. Generally, a pause separated each 'chunk' of speech temporally structured in STM. This does not mean that a pause occurred at seven-syllable intervals, but rather that the amount of material between pauses was in fact surprisingly regular, occurring at 4- to 7-syllable intervals. The documentation for this observation is included in the discussion of the semantic function of the individual pause types.

Major and minor pauses are intervals of silence separating two successive speech utterances. A major pause is at least twice as long as a minor pause. The absolute duration of major and minor pauses varies across speakers, but their relative durations remains constant.

Major pauses occur at the boundaries between semantic topics. Major semantic junctures occur at the beginnings and endings of direct quotes, or between direct quotes from different persons in the narrative. Major pauses usually occurred at these points throughout the narrative. For example: (3) ("/") marks a major pause boundary, "/") marks a minor pause boundary.)
4. [ / p\textsuperscript{3}-k\textit{a}t pa-w\textsuperscript{1}t // m\textupsilon: n\textupsilon-x\textupsilon:1 / ]
p\textsuperscript{p}u\textit{k}a\textit{t} pa\textit{w}: 1\text{c} \text{c} 'a\text{c} 'a-m: ny\text{g}xu:1
p-p-u-k\text{a}t pa:-wi:-c 'a-c 'a m:\text{g}xu:1
3o-*-3=meet 3o=3=see-c 3=say-c well younger=brother
(Coyote) met up with him, looked at him, and said, "Well, you

[ m\textupsilon-x:\text{m}a-x ny\textupsilon:-w\text{\textsuperscript{2}} // h\text{\textupsilon}: / n\textupsilon\textsuperscript{a}d\textsuperscript{\textupsilon}-\text{g} ]
ma\text{\textupsilon}a-x ny\textupsilon a 'a ny\text{\textupsilon}a-c
ma\text{\textupsilon}a-x m-yu 'a ny\text{\textupsilon}a-c
where 2-go-irr 2-exist 3=say uh=uh I-s
where are you going," he says "Uh huh,

[ m\text{\textupsilon}a-m / n\textupsilon\textsuperscript{a}d\textsuperscript{\textupsilon}-m a\text{\textupsilon}:m-m\text{\textupsilon}:1 \text{\textupsilon}a-m-p\text{\textupsilon}:1 \text{\textupsilon}a-m-p\text{\textupsilon}:1 ]
ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m ny\text{\textupsilon}a-c ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m
ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m ny\text{\textupsilon}a-c ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m
now I-s now now now now dem-l=go-from-dem-o
[as for] my going along now,

[-ve-r\textsuperscript{\mbox{\textupsilon}}: r n\text{\textupsilon}: p\text{\textupsilon}:1 \text{\textupsilon}a-m\text{\textupsilon}:1 ]
nyaw\textit{\text{g}}: 'a\text{\textupsilon}r\text{\textupsilon}r nyay pa\text{\textupsilon}a\text{\textupsilon}m\text{\textupsilon}g\text{\textupsilon}: 
nyaw\textit{\text{g}}: 'a\text{\textupsilon}r\text{\textupsilon}r nyay pa\text{\textupsilon}a\text{\textupsilon}m\text{\textupsilon}g\text{\textupsilon}: 
things work 1=look=for dem-l=go-m-adv
I am on my way to look for a job, ..."

Major pauses also occur at boundaries between semantic
topics. In 5, a major pause precedes the introduction of a
new persona, Coyote:

5. [ // n\text{\textupsilon}\textsc{\text{\textupsilon}}a-d\text{\textupsilon}-m a\text{\textupsilon}:m / p\text{\textupsilon}n\text{\textupsilon}\textsc{\text{\textupsilon}}a-d\text{\textupsilon}-m a\text{\textupsilon}:m / ]
n\text{\textupsilon}a\text{\textupsilon}c ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m p\text{\textupsilon}n\text{\textupsilon}a-c ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m
ny\text{\textupsilon}a-a-c ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m p-ny-a-a-c ma\text{\textupsilon}a-m
then-3=say-prf now *-then-3=come-c now
When he said it, he then went on his way.

[ n\text{\textupsilon}\textsc{\text{\textupsilon}}-ve-r\textsuperscript{\mbox{\textupsilon}}: r u-n\text{\textupsilon}: p\text{\textupsilon}:1 // x\text{\textupsilon}-p\text{\textupsilon}:1-p\text{\textupsilon}:1 ]
n\text{\textupsilon}w\text{\textupsilon}: 'a\text{\textupsilon}r\text{\textupsilon}r un\text{\textupsilon}y\text{\textupsilon}y pa\text{\textupsilon}m x\text{\textupsilon}r pa\text{\textupsilon}m p\text{\textupsilon}:1
ny\text{\textupsilon}w\text{\textupsilon}: 'a\text{\textupsilon}r\text{\textupsilon}r un\text{\textupsilon}y\text{\textupsilon}y pa\text{\textupsilon}m x\text{\textupsilon}r pa\text{\textupsilon}m p\text{\textupsilon}:1
thing work 3=look=for 3=go=along=m coyote dem-s
As he was on his way looking for work, this Coyote

[ bi-n\text{\textupsilon}a-w\text{\textupsilon}: / p\text{\textupsilon}:1-k\text{\textupsilon}a-t pa-w\text{\textupsilon}:1-t // ]
p\text{\textupsilon}n\text{\textupsilon}a-y\text{\textupsilon}:1\text{c} p\text{\textupsilon}\text{\textupsilon}u\text{\textupsilon}k\text{\textupsilon}a-t pa:w\text{\textupsilon}:1\text{c} 'a\text{\textupsilon}c
p-p-u-k\text{\textupsilon}a-t pa:-wi:-c 'a-c
dem-then-3=come-c 3o-*-3=meet 3o=3=see-prf 3=say-c
was coming, met up with him, looked at him, and said,
Minor pauses, ' / ', usually separate phrases. Minor pauses are not phrase boundary markers. Almost any word in Cocopa can constitute a phrase. This is especially true in narratives where long strings of concatenated verbs tend to appear with few intervening nouns. (Note that the Cocopa verb is inflected for pronominal subject and object.) A minor pause occurring after a 'chunk' of (STM-structured) speech is very likely to occur at a phrase boundary. Minor pauses, ' / ', occur at phrase boundaries. Not every phrase is bounded by minor pauses. In long semantic topics, minor pauses occur frequently in the initial portion of the topic. They gradually include more and more phrases, reaching a maximum (of about 10-11 syllables) at the end of the topic. This gradual increase in the number of syllables per 'chunk' in long semantic topics is called 'accelerative timing'.

An example of the 'accelerative timing' found in long semantic topics is presented below:

6. [ // n'=o-w-r-mâ:m / ñ-n'z-kó:r / mè:1 / ]
  pnyawâm       mâm, nya nýakú:r  Mú:l
  p-nya-wa-n     mâm nya nýakú:r  mût
  dem-then-i=sit-sr now day long=ago Mule
  I'm here now, so one day long ago, Mule,

[ mè:1 vaj-t'fí:t'  k'í-yú-mí:k7 // pnya:c ]
  Mú:l pa:'ás, píc xýumí:k pnya:c
  mût pa:='s-s pi:c xý-u-mí:k p-nya-a:-c
  Mule 3o=3-call-pl dem-s*-3-grow-up then-3=go-c
  they called him, he kept on growing

[ mam má:t-1-v1t / p1-nyaú-á:d7 mót -n'v-vé-rá:r ]
  mâm Mú:l-píc pnya'-síc mâm nýawí: 'ará:r
  mâm mût-píc p-nya-p-u-á:-c  mâm nýawí: 'ará:r
  now Mule-dem dem-then-3-stand-c now thing work
  and then he stood -- a [full grown] mule. "I'm going to look for

[ n'ya: -ma-set // ]
  nýayxµm  yuś  'ac.
  nýay-x=m yu-s  'a-c
  l=look=for-irr-sr exist-evid 3=say-c
  a job," he said.

A second example of 'accelerative timing' is presented below. Perceptually, the rate of speech appears to increase,
and a greater degree of phonetic compression (i.e., phonological simplification) is found:

7. [ // h̪ː / nɨ:ɬ-dʒ-mam / nɨadʒ-ma:m-mp̪i l̪i n̪am ]
   "n̪a: n̪a:c ma:m n̪a:c (ma:m) mapily ma:m
   n̪a n̪a:c ma:m n̪a:c ma:m mapily ma:m
   uh=uhu I-s now I-s now now now
   "Uh huh, [as for]

   [ p̪'a:-a:m-p̪i l̪i -ve-rá:ɬ- r̪  n̪e:  p̪'a:-a:m-m  ]
   pa'a:mpiny nyawî: 'arā:r nyay pa'a:mpîg
   pa'a:-a:m-piny nyawî: 'arā:r nyay pa'a:-a:-m-s
   dem-l=go-from-dem=to thing work 1=look=for dem-l=go-sr-adv
   my going along now, I am on my way to look for a job, and

   [ m̪'a:k / n̪yro-ve-rá:ɬ m̪'a:k- ké, n̪yro-ve-rá:ɬ-r ]
   (mak*) (4) nyawî: 'arā:r makây nyayâ:m mor
   (makay*) nyawî: 'arā:r makây nyā:-m r̪ar
   (where?) thing work where then-locate-sr 1=work
   wherever there happens to be work, I will work

   [ k̪a:-yox-l t / n̪yro-ve-rá:ɬ n̪e: ]
   kayûx 'ic. nyawî: 'arā:r nyay
   ka-yu-x 'i-c nyawî: 'arā:r nyay
   indef-exist-irr 1=say-prf thing work 1=look=for
   at anything. I am my way looking for a job, whatever it is,

   [ p̪'a:-a:m g̪i-n̪e / n̪yro-v-rá:ɬ n̪e: ]
   pa'a:mpiny, nyawî: 'arā:r nyay
   pa'a:-a:-m-k̪yu-m nyawî: 'arā:r nyay
   dem-l=go-m indef-exist-m thing work 1=look=for
   I am on my way looking for a job

   [ p̪ny̪a:-a:m / m̪-p̪i l̪i n̪yro-ve-rá:ɬ m̪'a:k- ké ]
   pnyâ'a:mpiny, nyawî: 'arā:r (makay)
   p-nyâ:-a:-m mapily nyawî: 'arā:r makay
   dem-then-l=go-sr now thing work where
   now, where there is work,

   [ y̪m-vēl̪i ]
   yam rarlxly 'ic. nypuny nypuwiny
   yam rar-x-ly 'i-c nypuny nypuwiny
   locate-sr 1=work-irr-des l=say-prf dem be=all
   I want to work. That's all now.
Short semantic topics are more evenly divided by pauses, i.e., the number of syllables between pauses is more regular, and the rate of speech remains relatively constant. An example of this occurs in 8:

8. [ // n^y.^-xo:l / n^y:a:d^z-n^y.^-ve-rar / ]
"... nyxu:l . nyac nyawi: 'ar^r.

nyxu:l nyac nyawi: 'ar^r
younger=brother I-s thing work
"...younger brother. I know where

[ wi-y^a:m wi-y^a:-d^z // pwi-ya:m ]
puy^a:m u^y:a:c yu^r
pu-y^a:-m u^y:a:-c yu^r

dem-locate-sr 1=know-c 1=exist-evid dem-locate-m
there is a job.

[ ki-n^y^a:tit / // n^y.^-k^z-n^y:a:-v^z^m-ka / k^z-wi: ]
yuk nyac nyknya:pl, ka:k

nyawi:
yu-k nyac nyknya:p-k-m k-a:-k
nyawi:
exist-k I-s 2o=1-tell-k-sr impv-go-impv thing
When I tell you where it is, go and

[ k^z-ra:r // h^#: x^v^e: // n^y.^-a-wi^w-m- ]
krark." "p, pxway." "nyasuim
k-rar-k p pxway ny-savi-m

impv-work-impv oh all=right 2o=1-show=pl-sr
work." "Oh, all right." "When I show it to you,

[ w^z // wi-y^a:-v^z^c // ]
mwi:xm puy^a:c yu^r
m-wi:-x-m pu-y^a:-c yu^r
2-see-irr-sr dem-locate-c exist-evid when-3=say-sr all=right
you will see it." When he said it, [Mule said,] "All right."

There is no immediate explanation for the 'accelerative timing' observed in long semantic topics. One might conjecture that the accelerated rhythmic structure reflects production pressures stemming from the storage limitations of Short Term Memory. Semantic topics represent a linguistic unit on some level of hierarchical organization. If the linguistic generation of all the phrases in a semantic topic is 'linked', then one could conceive of semantic topics being derived as a unit before being sent out of the grammar. Once
the entire semantic topic is expressed as an abstract string, the entire string is sent out to STM for temporal restructuring. In the case of long semantic topics temporary storage problems might be encountered as the string is 'held' between the grammar and STM. (It would have to be 'held' while it is being fed into STM in seven-syllable chunks.) Temporary storage might become problematic if the grammar sends out new semantic topics. I am suggesting that in the 'ideal' situation, the rate at which the grammar produces semantic topics corresponds to the rate at which Short Term Memory sends chunks out to the vocal tract musculature for production. If the grammar produces more (or longer) semantic topics than STM can handle then a temporary 'overload' situation is created where too much material is held in temporary storage between the grammar and STM. 'Accelerative timing' occurs in the 'overload' situation -- STM increases the rate at which abstract strings are temporally structured by crowding longer abstract strings into each chunk. 'Overcrowding' leads to increased phonological simplification due to the invariant mechanical limitations of the vocal tract musculature, i.e., although STM can increase its rate of chunk production, the rate at which vocal tract musculature can move (in articulation) has mechanical limits.

'Accelerated timing' would not be encountered in short semantic topics where presumably the rate of the grammar's production of semantic topics corresponds better to the rate at which 'chunks' are temporally structured in STM. There is a two-fold difference in the number of syllables per chunk between short and long semantic topics: 4-5 syllables between pauses in short topics and 10-11 syllables toward the end of long semantic topics.

The number of syllables per STM 'chunk' is of theoretical interest in the evaluation of speech production models. These theories, which hold that the temporal structure of an utterance is superimposed on articulatory programs stored in short term memory, predict that the average number of syllables per STM 'chunk' is seven. This value reflects the storage capacity of Short Term Memory. In the Cocopa text, several timing units contain more than seven syllables. In these timing units, an interesting phenomenon is observed in one of the middle syllables -- a middle syllable is overlong, that is, it appears to contain an internal pause (cf. pro-pausal lengthening). The internal pause is marked by underlining a long syllable in the phonetic transcription. A syllable containing an internal pause may represent the transition between STM-structured chunks. For example:

9. [ / n'dg-mə:m-paly-mám pə-ə-m-piː-ː ]  
nya:c (mə:m) maply mə:m pa'əmpiny  
nya:-c mə:m maply mə:m pa-'a:-m-piːn  
I-s now now now dem-1=go-from-dem-o  
[as for] my going along now,
I am on my way to look for a job, and

wherever there happens to be work, I will work

at anything.

Syllabification

Syllabification is determined during STM storage when an abstract string is temporally structured into articulatory programs. In Cocopa, syllabification in narratives differs from careful pronunciation in that word boundaries are frequently located within a syllable. This change usually reflects a word-final consonant being pronounced as the syllable onset to the next word. The relocated (word-final) consonant may be a stem-final consonant, a syntactic suffix, or an aspectual suffix. The relocation occurs when the following word begins with a vowel, glide, or nasal.

I suggested above that much linguistic information is lost during the temporal structuring of abstract strings in Short Term Memory. Relocation provides evidence for this hypothesis: the location of word boundaries does not control syllabification (whereas the articulation-based maximum efficiency principle does). Processes of phonological simplification (Consonant Cluster Simplification and Nasal Deletion below) and co-articulation (Nasal Merger) also show little regard for linguistic information. This situation should be contrasted with the location of major and minor pauses — these normally co-occur with word boundaries. The grammar, then, has some control over how much material is entered into an STM chunk, i.e., where the chunk begins and ends, but it has little control once the string has entered STM.

Examples of phonological simplification and co-articulation are presented below under Nasal Merger/Deletion and Consonant Cluster Simplification.

In Nasal Merger, two identical nasals separated by a
word boundary 'coalesce' to form the onset of the following word:

10. \( \text{pnyawgm \_mam} \) 'while I sit here now'
    \([n^y \text{-m}^z \text{-mam}]\) -m switch reference

11. \( \text{makam \_ma:x} \) 'where you will go'
    \([m^z \text{-ka} \text{-max}]\) -m direction away from

12. \( \text{pa'amipiny, nyawi: \_arar \_my going along here, work'}\)
    \([p^y \text{-t} \text{-a} \text{-m} \text{-p}^y \text{-ve-rar} \text{-r}]\) -piny object case marker

13. \( \text{uyumxany, nyawi: urars \_he is very much, he works but'}\)
    \([k^a \text{-yom} \text{-ma-n}^y \text{-ve-rar-r}]\) -xany 'he very much'

In Nasal Deletion, a word-final nasal is deleted before a word beginning with a non-identical nasal. This process applies with few exceptions to all nasals within an STM chunk. Occasionally, nasalization occurs on the vowel preceding the deleted nasal:

14. \( \text{mam \_nyawi: arar} \) 'now "work ...''
    \([ma:m \text{-nye} \text{-ve-rar} \text{-r}]\)
    \(\text{mam} \) 'now'

but 15. \( \text{mam, nyawi: \_arar \_now, "work'}\)
    \([ma:m / ny^y \text{-ve-rar} \text{-r}]\)

16. \( \text{mam numak} \) 'now he leaves'
    \([maa: nu-mak]\)

17. \( \text{upim \\_swam nynamakm \_mam} \) 'from now on when I fire you'
    \([bim \text{-m}^z \text{-ya} \text{-na-mak-k}^a \text{-mam}]\)
    -m switch reference

Consonant Cluster Simplification

In tri-consonantal clusters occurring within STM chunks, the medial consonant is dropped. This process occurs most frequently when the consonant is word-final, i.e., CCIC. Bi-consonantal clusters in word-initial position seem more protected. The pattern of consonant deletion supports Margaret Langdon’s description of post-tonic consonants being weaker than those occurring in pre-tonic position. (Langdon, 1975.) It is also predicted by Fowler’s (1977) suggestion that speech production is targeted from stressed vowel to stressed vowel and, hence, that pre-tonic consonants are more precisely articulated than post-tonic consonants.
The deleted consonant may be stem-final, a syntactic suffix, or an aspectual suffix. The suffix -ṣ, 'assertion; but', is the primary exception to this rule. It never undergoes deletion. Perhaps -ṣ carries emphatic stress. This would explain its behavior with respect to this rule, and the fact that an epenthetic vowel is frequently inserted before this suffix. Examples of consonant clusters are presented in 18:

18. nyayx[m yuṣ "'ac
   [n'y[−ma−ṣlet/]
   1=look=for-irr-sr exist-evid 3=say-c
   -x intensive irrealis
   -m switch reference

19. ma:mks pxwayxm puyám
   [mäṃ ṣuëy pũ-u-yä:m]
   be=all-df-adv be=good-irr-sr dem-locate-m
   -k dependent future (coordinated with -x, irr)
   -ṣ adversative 'but'
   -m switch reference

20. şayūk pa'ä:mk makäm
   [ṣai-ýäk mä: m³-käṃ]
   dem-exist-k dem-l=go-m-k where
   I-will be there while-I-will-be-going-away-from-here where
   -k dependent future, or uncertainty

21. ma:m, kspak ka:mk makay
   [ma:m−ṣ-päk'−ka: m³-kéy]
   now impv-leave-impv impv-go-from-impv where
   "Now, go-out! go-away! where over"
   k−...−k discontinuous imperative

22. şayäm nykumís
   [še-yäm qäm-nës]
   dem-locate-sr 3pl=arrive
   "it-was-there they-arrived"

Below, counterexamples with -ṣ are indicated:

23. ma:mks pxwayxm
   [mäṃ ṣuëy]
   be=all-df-adv be=good-irr-sr
   "that-will-be-all-but it-will-be-fine"

24. pa'ä:ms (makay)
   [p³−'ā:ms−mëk]
   dem-l=go-m-adv (where)
   "I-go-along-here-but (where)..."
25. nyawî: urârs neim
   [nyî-ve-rar-fî -meim]
   thing 3-work-adv now
   "he-works-but now"

Tri-consonantal clusters across pause boundaries rarely show deletion. The pause boundary, rather, is the most common environment for vowel epenthesis:

26. pnyuyîwe nyawî:
   [mi̱n-yë: -wit / nyî-ve]
   dem-then-3-arrive=pl-c thing

27. Mû:lipic pnypu'â:c
   [mo̱rî-vît / pi̱-nyu-î'â:dz]
   mule-dem=s dem-then-3-stand-c

28. nyâ:c nyknya:pkm
   [nyâ:t' / nyî-kî nyâ:-vam]
   1-s 2o=1-tell-k-sr

29. rark pâ:k pa:xm puyâ:m
   [rá:rk / pâ:k / pâ:x-m pu-yâ:m]
   l=work-df l=go=along-df l=go=along-irr-sr dem-
   happen-m

One final difference in the phonological structure of Cocopa free narratives versus careful speech should be noted. There is a distinction, in free speech, between 'real' glottal stops -- those which always appear in the surface phonetic form, and 'quasi' glottal stops -- those which rarely (if at all) occur in spontaneous narratives. The presence of a glottal stop in a word was determined by Crawford's phonemic transcription and by personal elicitation with an informant. The glottal stop in p'a:, 'to stand', and a:, 'to go', always occur. They are 'real' glottal stops:

30. pnypu'â:c
   [pi̱-nyu-â:dz]
   'then he stood here'

31. pa'â:k
   [p3-a:k]
   'I will go along here'

32. pnyâ:a:m
   [pnî-a:m]
   'then I go along here'

33. pa'â:m pînîy
   [p3-a:m-pnîy]
   'my going along here'

The glottal stop in a:, 'he says', is 'quasi':
34. nya'ác  'then he said'
   \[n'ya:dz\]

35. pa:šás  'they call him'
   \[vás\]

The glottal stop in 'a-, 'to go', occasionally appears as an
amplitude drop.

Conclusions

I. The Cocopa narrative is 'punctuated' at regular in-
tervals by pauses. The interval, i.e., the time elapsed
between pauses, appears to correspond to the storage capacity
of STM. (This is apparent on a physical recording of speech,
e.g., a spectrogram, where the speech utterance is broken by
pauses at fairly regular intervals.)

The length of pauses may be linguistically controlled,
viz. to reflect the nature of semantic juncture. Major pauses
reflect major semantic junctures, minor pauses occur at
phrase boundaries, syllable-internal pauses occur at 'chunk'
boundaries.

The location of major and minor pauses appears to be
under linguistic control to the extent that the grammar is
able to control how much of an abstract string enters a given
STM 'chunk'. The linguistic control of pause location 'breaks
down' in accelerative timing, when the grammar is generating
strings faster than Short Term Memory is able to temporally
structure them. The location of (syllable-internal) pauses in
long semantic topics suggests that the grammar 'sacrifices'
some control of pause location in the overload situation.

II. The phonetic changes in the abstract string entered
into an STM 'chunk' suggest that the grammar has little con-
trol over the temporal structuring of an utterance. The syl-
labification created during the formation of articulatory
programs may ignore word boundaries. Co-articulation phenome-
na may delete morphological, syntactic and semantic informa-
tion. These findings suggest that speech rhythm, beyond the
specification of segmental durations as long or short (rela-
tive to one another), is determined outside the grammar.
Appendix

The following two tracings are included in order to provide the reader with some sense of the physical data. Three 'signals' occur in each tracing: the top line is an amplitude contour, showing changes in loudness. The second line is a fundamental frequency contour, 'Fo', which registers changes in pitch. The bottom line is the speech wave, a rapidly changing sine wave. The changes in the sine wave are enclosed in an envelope.

The physical recording was derived from the tape by sending the output of the tape to three separate 'signal analyzers'. The pitch 'signal analyzer' consists of a Transpitch Meter which extracts the fundamental frequency from the speech wave. The output of the Transpitch Meter was sent into a pitch extractor which converts the Fo into a continuous waveform. (The pitch extractor was developed by Jeff Hardy and Bob Barker of the UCSD Phonetics Laboratory.) The amplitude 'signal analyzer' extracts the amplitude of the speech waveform and converts it into a continuous waveform. This device was developed by Bob Barker and Professor Timothy Smith.) The speech waveform, in conjunction with the fundamental frequency and amplitude waveforms, is sent into an oscilloscope which produces a physical copy of the changing values of each of these signals across time. (The scale is 50mm/s.) The amplitude contour is a good indicator of the location of syllable boundaries. The waveform usually drops at these boundaries. In slow speech, the fundamental frequency curve shows word boundaries by a contour drop. During accelerative timing only pre-pausal phrase boundaries are shown.

A short semantic topic and a long semantic topic are presented. The former shows fairly regular stress timing. The latter indicates accelerative, with less prominent amplitude, i.e., stress, contours.
Figure 1. A Short Semantic Topic

Figure 2. A Long Semantic Topic with Accelerative Timing

"Well, younger brother, where are you going," he says.

"As for my going along here now, I am on my way to look for a job,"
Footnotes

1. I wish to thank the Cocopas who shared their language with me, especially Hope Miller, Lillian Hayes, and Victor Hayes. I would also like to thank Professor Margaret Langdon, Professor James Crawford and Carol Slater who gave willingly of their time to discuss earlier versions of this paper. Professor Crawford taught me much of what I understand linguistically of the Cocopa language. Professor Langdon taught me most of what I understand about American Indian linguistics and the Yuman family of languages. Needless to say, the errors of this work are my own.

2. Other languages in the Yuman language family have also been described as being 'stress timed': Walapai (Redden, 1966) and Yavapai (Shaterian, nd).

3. The format in which the data is presented is as follows: the first line contains a phonetic transcription, enclosed in square brackets, '[ ]'. Hyphens in the phonetic transcription mark syllable boundaries. The second line is a phonemic transcription drawn from Crawford's published version of this narrative (1976). The third line indicates morphological structure, hyphens separate individual morphemes. The fourth line glosses each morpheme isolated in the third line. Again, hyphens separate morphemes. An equal sign, '=', separates meaning subparts of a single morpheme. For example, 'i', 'I say' is glossed 1=say. The suppletive third person form, 'a', is glossed 3=say; pa-= the subject-object pronominal prefix for transitive verbs with third person subject and third person object; it is glossed 3=3o (3o is an abbreviation for third person object). In the line of morpheme glosses, an asterisk, '*', marks a discontinuous stem, e.g., pkat, '1=meet=it', p-u-kat, '*-3=meet=it', p-p-u-kat, 3o-*3-meet. Finally, the fifth line in the data provides a loose English translation (from Crawford (1976)).

The following abbreviatory conventions are used in the morpheme glosses: adv, 'adversative, but'; dem, 'demonstrative'. (The following affixes are glossed as dem: pa- 'here, now, in this manner', pu- 'nearby, recent past or future, in that manner', sa- 'overthere, distant past or future, in that strange manner'-pic 'demonstrative subject case marker', -piny 'demonstrative object case marker'. evid, 'evidential, 'this is true'; irr, 'intensive irrealis', o, 'object (direct or indirect)'; pl, 'plural'; prf, 'perfective'; s, 'subject'; sv 'switch reference', indicating that the following verb has a different subject from the current verb'; ss, 'same subject', indicating that the following verb has the same subject as the current verb'; ':', 'length (marked on vowels and sonorants)'; 1, 'first person pronominal prefix'; 2, 'second person pronominal prefix'; 3, 'third person pronominal prefix'.

4. The asterisk on this form, and its glosses on succeeding
lines, indicates that this was a speech error. My consultant suspected that the speaker intended to say *nakay, 'where*', but changed his mind.
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